Abstract. Let X be a nonsingular variety (with dim X ≥ 2) over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Let α : Spec k[[t]] → X be an arc on X, and let v = ord α be the valuation given by the order of vanishing along α. We describe the maximal irreducible subset C(v) of the arc space of X such that val C(v) = v. We describe C(v) both algebraically, in terms of the sequence of valuation ideals of v, and geometrically, in terms of the sequence of infinitely near points associated to v. When X is a surface, our construction also applies to any divisorial valuation v, and in this case C(v) coincides with the one introduced in [ELM, Example 2.5].
Introduction
Let X be a variety over a field k. A k-arc γ on X is a morphism of k-schemes γ : Spec k[[t]] → X. There is a scheme X ∞ , called the arc space of X, which parametrizes the arcs on X. We refer the reader to [EM, Section 2] for the construction of X ∞ . Denote the closed point of Spec k [[t] ] by o.
In this paper, I study valuations ord γ : O X,γ(o) → Z ≥0 ∪ {∞} given by the order of vanishing along a k-arc γ : Spec k [[t] ] → X. Such valuations are precisely the Z ≥0 ∪ {∞}-valued valuations with transcendence degree zero. I associate to ord γ several different natural subsets of the arc space X ∞ . I prove if γ is a nonsingular arc, then these subsets associated to ord γ are equal. Furthermore, I show this subset is irreducible, and the valuation given by the order of vanishing along a general arc of this subset is equal to the original valuation ord γ .
The motivation for this project was the discovery by Ein, Lazarsfeld, and Mustaţǎ [ELM, Thm. C] that divisorial valuations (equivalently, valuations with transcendence degree dim X − 1) correspond to a special class of subsets of the arc space called cylinders. More specifically, for a divisorial valuation val E given by the order of vanishing along a prime divisor E over X, there is an irreducible cylinder C div (E) ⊆ X ∞ such that for a general arc γ ∈ C div (E), we have that the order of vanishing of any rational function f ∈ C(X) along γ equals its order of vanishing along E. In symbols, ord γ (f ) = val E (f ) for all f ∈ C(X). Conversely, it is shown in [ELM, Thm. C 
] that
The author is grateful to have been supported by the NSF RTG grant DMS-0502170. every valuation given by the order of vanishing along a general arc of a cylinder is a divisorial valuation.
The goal of this paper is to investigate whether other types of valuations, besides divisorial ones, have a similar interpretation via the arc space. We find there is a nice answer for valuations given by the order of vanishing along a nonsingular arc on a nonsingular variety X. If X is a surface, all valuations with value group Z r (lexicographically ordered) for some r are equivalent to a valuation of this type. One can interpret our results as being complementary to those of Ein et. al. as follows. Both say that valuations are encoded in a natural way as closed subsets of the arc space. We address the case when the transcendence degree is zero, whereas Ein et. al. study the case of valuations with transcendence degree dim X − 1.
1.1. Valuations and subsets of the arc space. In this section, I begin by explaining the relationship between valuations on a variety X over a field k and subsets of the arc space X ∞ of X. I then construct several natural subsets of the arc space that one might associate to a valuation. One of the main results of this paper is that for a large class of valuations, these different constructions agree, i.e. they define the same subset of the arc space.
We need to introduce some notation. An arc γ : Spec k [[t] ] → X gives a k-algebra homomorphism γ * : O X,γ(o) → k [[t] ], where o denotes the closed point of Spec k [[t] ]. We define a valuation ord γ : O X,γ(o) → Z ≥0 ∪ {∞} by ord γ (f ) = ord t γ * (f ) for f ∈ O X,γ(o) . If γ * (f ) = 0, we will adopt the convention that ord γ (f ) = ∞.
Given an ideal sheaf a ⊆ O X on X we set ord γ (a) = min
ord γ (f ). For a nonnegative integer q, we define the q-th order contact locus of a by
The following definition appears in [ELM, p.3] , and provided, at least for us, the initial link between valuations and arc spaces: Definition 1.1. Let C ⊆ X ∞ be an irreducible subset. Assume C is a cylinder ( [ELM, p.4] ). Define a valuation val C : k(X) → Z on the function field k(X) of X as follows. For f ∈ k(X), set val C (f ) = ord γ (f ) for general γ ∈ C. Equivalently, if α ∈ C is the generic point of C, then val C (f ) = ord α (f ). (Caveat: α need not be a k-valued point of X ∞ . See Remark 2.3.)
It turns out that the condition that C is a cylinder implies that val C (f ) is always finite. If we drop the assumption that C is a cylinder, then the map ord α (where α is the generic point of C) is a Z ≥0 ∪ {∞}-valued valuation on O X,α(o) .
If we start with an irreducible subset C, we get a valuation val C by Definition 1.1. We can then form the subset C(val C ) as in Definition 1.2. We have C ⊆ C(val C ) because C(val C ) contains the generic point of C. In general, we do not have equality.
We can associate another subset of X ∞ to a valuation v on a nonsingular variety X as follows. Let {E q } q≥1 be the sequence of divisors formed by blowing up successive centers of v (see Definition 2.8). Following [ELM, Example 2.5] , to each divisor E q we associate a cylinder C q = C div (E q ) ⊆ X ∞ . Using notation we will explain in Chapter 5, we will define C q = µ q∞ (Cont ≥1 (E q )). In words, C q is simply the set of arcs on X whose lift to X q−1 (a model of X formed by blowing up q −1 successive centers of v) has the same center on X q−1 as v. This collection {C q } q≥1 of cylinders forms a decreasing nested sequence. We take their interesection, q≥1 C q , to get another subset of X ∞ that is reasonable to associate with v.
On the other hand, another way the valuation v can be studied is through its valuation ideals a q = {f ∈ O X,p | v(f ) ≥ q}, where q ranges over the positive integers. The set q≥1 Cont ≥q (a q ) is yet another reasonable set to associate with v.
Given an arc
As described earlier, v induces a discrete valuation on the function field of the subvariety Y = α(η), where η is the generic point of Spec k [[t] ]. We have a closed immersion Y ∞ ⊆ X ∞ . Denote by π X : X ∞ → X the canonical morphism that sends an arc γ ∈ X ∞ to its center γ(o) ∈ X. We associate to ord α the set
In words, R is the set of k-arcs that are reparametrizations of α.
The main result of this paper is that for valuations v = ord α , all five of these closed subsets (C(v) 
Furthermore, this subset is irreducible, and the valuation given by the order of vanishing along a general arc of this subset is equal to v.
For convenience, we will assume the arc α we begin with is normalized, that is, the set {v(f ) | f ∈ O X,p , 0 < v(f ) < ∞} (where v = ord α ) is non-empty and the greatest common factor of its elements is 1. Every arc valuation taking some value strictly between 0 and ∞ is a scalar multiple of a normalized valuation.
Also, we restrict ourselves to considering the k-arcs in the sets described above. We denote by (X ∞ ) 0 the subset of points of X ∞ with residue field equal to k. If
Then the following closed subsets of (X ∞ ) 0 are equal:
Furthermore, the valuation given by the order of vanishing along a general arc of this subset is equal to v.
Remark 1.4. If X is a surface and if v is a divisorial valuation, then q>0 C q equals the cylinder C r associated to v in [ELM, Example 2.5] , where r is such that p r is a divisor.
1.2. Outline of the paper. In Section 2 we recall some basic terminology and results regarding arc spaces. In Section 3 we define arc valuations, and we compare them with other notions of a valuation. In Section 4 we show that k-arc valuations can be desingularized. We will need this result in Section 5, where we study CC-arc valuations on nonsingular varieties. We first study the case of a nonsingular arc valuation. Later we consider more general arc valuations and prove Theorem 1.3.
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Background on Arc spaces
Let X be a variety over a field k. Let k ⊆ K be a field extension. The arc space X ∞ is a scheme over k whose K-valued points are morphisms Spec K [[t] ] → X of k-schemes, since we have
In particular, when X is affine, giving a K-valued point of X ∞ is the same thing as giving a homomorphism of k-algebras
If µ : X ′ → X is a morphism of schemes, then we have an induced morphism
the contact locus of a of order p, to be the closed subscheme of X ∞ whose K-valued points (where k ⊆ K is an extension of fields) are
If Z is a closed subscheme of X defined by the ideal sheaf I, we write Cont ≥p (Z) for Cont ≥p (I). If a closed subscheme structure on a closed subset of X has not been specified, we implicitly give it the reduced subscheme structure.
For an ideal a of O X,γ(o) , we define ord γ (a) = min f ∈a ord γ (f ). For x ∈ X and an ideal a of O X,x we have a closed subscheme Cont ≥p (a) of X ∞ whose K-valued points (where k ⊆ K is an extension of fields) are
Proof. Set p = γ(o), and let κ(p) denote the residue field of p ∈ X. We have a local kalgebra homomorphism γ
Taking the quotient by the maximal ideals, we get a k-algebra homomorphism κ(p) ֒→ k that is an isomorphism on k ⊆ κ(p). Hence κ(p) = k. Since tr. deg k κ(p) = 0, it follows that p is a closed point.
2.1. Points of the arc space. We next make a couple of remarks about the notion of a point of the arc space.
Remark 2.3. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k. Let α ∈ X ∞ be a (not necessarily closed) point of the scheme X ∞ . That is, in some open affine patch of X ∞ , α corresponds to a prime ideal. Let κ(α) denote the residue field at the point α of the scheme X ∞ . There is a canonical morphism Θ α : Spec κ(α) → X ∞ induced by the canonical k-algebra homomorphism O X∞,α → κ(α). By Equation 3, the morphism Θ α corresponds to a κ(α)-arc θ α : Spec κ(α) [[t] ] → X. We will abuse notation and refer to this arc
Remark 2.4. We now examine the reverse of the construction given in Remark 2.3. Let k ⊆ K be some extension of fields. Given a K-arc θ : Spec K[[t]] → X, by Equation 3, we get a morphism Θ : Spec K → X ∞ . The image Θ(pt) of the only point pt of Spec K is a point of X ∞ , call it α. By Remark 2.3, we associate to α a κ(α)-arc
To summarize, K-arcs on X correspond to K-valued points of X ∞ . To each K-valued point of X ∞ , we can assign a point of X ∞ . If we let K range over all field extensions on k, this assignment is surjective onto the set of points of X ∞ , but it is not injective. To a point α of X ∞ , we assign (as described in Remark 2.3) a canonical κ(α)-valued point of X ∞ . The point of X ∞ that we assign to this κ(α)-valued point is α.
Remark 2.5. Let p be a closed point of an n-dimensional nonsingular variety X, and fix generators x 1 , . . . , x n of the maximal ideal of O X,p . Let k ⊆ K be an extension of fields. Giving an arc γ :
Definition 2.6. We say an arc γ :
We have the following observation (whose proof we leave to the reader).
Lemma 2.7. Let X be a nonsingular variety. If µ : X ′ → X is the blowup of a closed point p ∈ X, with exceptional divisor E, then: 
We now describe a geometric construction, called the sequence of centers of a valuation, that is useful in studying valuations, especially those on smooth surfaces. We give the definition only for valuations given by the order of vanishing along an arc γ : Spec k[[t]] → X, as this is the case we will be interested in. For a general valuation, the definition is similar [H, Exer. II.4.12] .
Definition 2.8 (Sequences of centers of an arc valuation). Let X be a nonsingular variety over a field k and let γ : Spec k[[t]] → X be an arc that is not a zero arc. The point p 0 := γ(o) is called the center of v on X. We blow-up p 0 to get a model X 1 with exceptional divisor E 1 . By Lemma 2.7 the arc γ has a unique lift to an arc γ 1 : Spec k[[t]] → X 1 . Let p 1 be the closed point γ 1 (o). We define inductively a sequence of closed points p i and exceptional divisors E i on models X i , and lifts
] → X i of γ as follows. We blow-up p i−1 ∈ X i−1 to get a model X i , and let E i be the exceptional divisor of this blowup. Let
We denote by p i the closed point γ i (o), and by µ i : X i → X the composition of the first i blowups. We call {p i } i≥0 the sequence of centers of γ.
Arc valuations
In this section, we begin the study of arc valuations, which are the central object of this paper. We begin by defining arc valuations, normalized arc valuations, and nonsingular arc valuations.
Definition 3.1 (Arc valuations). Let X be a variety over a field k, and let p ∈ X be a (not necessarily closed) point. Let k ⊆ K be an extension of fields.
Since ord γ extends uniquely to O X,p (the completion of O X,p at its maximal ideal), we can extend v to O X,p as well. This extension does not depend on the choice of arcs γ satisfying v = ord γ on O X,p . Therefore we will also regard arc valuations as maps v : O X,p → Z ≥0 ∪ {∞} without additional comment.
It is shown in [Ishii, Proposition 2.11 ] that every divisorial valuation is an arc valuation.
Definition 3.2 (Normalized arc valuations). We call an arc valuation v centered at a point p ∈ X normalized if the set {v(f ) | f ∈ O X,p , 0 < v(f ) < ∞} is non-empty and the greatest common factor of its elements is 1. Every arc valuation taking some value strictly between 0 and ∞ is a scalar multiple of a normalized valuation. We say an arc
Notation 3.3. Let X be a nonsingular variety over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Let γ : Spec k[[t]] → X be an arc centered at p ∈ X and let
We denote by ord γ the composition
Lemma 3.4. We use the setup described in Notation 3.3. The ring homomorphism
] the structure of a finite A γ -module. In particular, A γ has Krull dimension one.
Proof. Choose local coordinates x 1 , . . . , x n at p such that γ * (x 1 ) = 0. We have γ * (x 1 ) = t r u for some positive integer r and unit u ∈ k [[t] ]. Since k is algebraically closed and has characteristic zero, there exists a unit v ∈ k [[t] ] such that v r = u. Indeed, we may use the binomial series and take v = u 1/r . To be precise, write u = u 0 (1 + u 1 (t)), with
Therefore, we may assume without loss of generality that γ 
Proof. Since an integral extension of rings preserves dimension ( [Eisenbud, Proposition 9 .2]), we have thatÃ γ has dimension one. Since k [[t] ] is normal (in fact it is a DVR), the local k-algebra map γ
I claim the ringÃ γ is a complete local domain. The local ring A γ is complete since it is the image of a complete local ring. The normalization of an excellent ring A (in our case, the complete local domain A γ ) is module finite over A [Matsumura80, p.259] . A module finite domain over a complete local domain is local and complete (apply [Eisenbud, Corollary 7.6 ] and use the domain hypothesis to conclude there is only one maximal ideal). HenceÃ γ is a complete local domain.
SinceÃ γ is a complete normal 1-dimensional local domain containing the field k, it is isomorphic to a power series over k in one variable [Matsumura80, Cor. 2, p.206] . That is, there exists φ ∈ k [[t] ] such that the image of γ
The following result was pointed out to me by Mel Hochster. 
In particular, ord γ is a normalized arc valuation if and only if ord t (φ) = 1.
Definition 3.7 (Nonsingular arc valuations). Let v be an arc valuation centered at p, and let m p denote the maximal ideal of O X,p . We call v nonsingular if (6) min
If γ ∈ X ∞ , then we say γ is nonsingular if ord γ is a nonsingular valuation.
Let C be an irreducible subset of X ∞ , and let α be the generic point of C. Following Ein, Lazarsfeld, and Mustaţǎ [ELM, p.3] , we define a map val
Proof. Fix f ∈ O X,α(o) , and let U ⊆ X be the maximal open set on which f is regular.
Next, we show arc valuations are the same as Z ≥0 ∪{∞}-valued valuations, which are defined as follows:
Let p ∈ X be a (not necessarily closed) point of X, and let v : Proof. The completion Rṽ of Rṽ with respect mṽ is again a discrete valuation ring. Hence Rṽ is isomorphic to the power series ring κ(v) [[t] ]. The composition of the canonical homomorphisms
Tracing through the constructions, we see that ord γ = v on O X,p .
Remark 3.11. Following [FJ] , a Krull valuation V is a map V : k(X) * → Γ, where k(X) is the function field of X and Γ is a totally ordered abelian group, satisfying equations (1), (3), (4), (5) To any Krull valuation V : k(X) * → Z r (where Z r is lexicographically ordered with (0, . . . , 0, 1) as the smallest positive element) with center p (that is, the valuation ring
When dim X = 2, the above association V → v gives a bijection between Krull valuations V : k(X) * → Z 2 centered at p and arc valuations centered at p [FJ, Prop. 1.6 ].
The following example shows this association V → v is not injective in general.
. Then V 1 , V 2 both have transcendence degree 0 over k, and have the same sequence of centers. The arc valuations associated (in the manner described above) to V 1 and V 2 both equal the arc valuation ord γ where γ : Spec k[[t]] → X is the arc given by x → t, y → 0, and z → 0.
Desingularization of normalized k-arc valuations
In this section, we prove that a normalized k-arc valuation on a nonsingular variety X over a field k can be desingularized. Specifically, the goal of this section is to prove Proposition 4.5, which says that a normalized k-arc can be lifted after finitely many blowups to a k-arc that is nonsingular. Our proof is based on Hamburger-Noether expansions.
Let X be a nonsingular variety of dimension n (n ≥ 2) over a field k and let p 0 ∈ X be a closed point. Let γ : Spec k[[t]] → X be an arc such that γ(o) = p 0 and v := ord γ is a normalized arc valuation (Definition 3.2). Let p i ∈ X i (i ≥ 0) be the sequence of centers of v, as described in Definition 2.8. If γ r denotes the unique lift of γ to X r (by Lemma 2.7), then note that v extends to the valuation O Xr,pr → Z ≥0 ∪ {∞} associated to γ r . Hence for f ∈ O Xr,pr , we will write v(f ) to mean ord γr (f ).
4.1. Hamburger-Noether expansions. We will use a list of equations known as Hamburger-Noether expansions (HNEs) to keep track of local coordinates of the sequences of centers of v. We explain HNEs in this section. Our source for this material is [DGN, Section 1] , where the presentation is given for arbitrary valuations on a nonsingular surface.
HNEs are constructed by repeated application of Lemma 2.7 part 2, which we recall:
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a nonsingular variety of dimension n (n ≥ 2) over a field k and let p 0 ∈ X be a closed point. Let γ : Spec k[[t]] → X be an arc such that γ(o) = p 0 and v := ord γ is a normalized arc valuation (Definition 3.2) . Let x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n be local algebraic coordinates at p 0 such that
We now describe how to write down the HNEs, following [DGN, Section 1] . Let x i , a i,1 , y i be as in Lemma 4.1. We have x i = a i,1 x 1 + x 1 y i . If v(x 1 ) ≤ v(y i ) for every 2 ≤ i ≤ n, then with the local algebraic coordinates x 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n at p 1 we are in a similar situation as before, and we repeat the process of applying Lemma 4.1 to get local algebraic coordinates at p 2 . Suppose that after h steps we have local algebraic coordinates ′ n (note that we brought z 1 to the front of the list because it is the coordinate with smallest value). We will refer to such a change in the first coordinate (in this case, from x 1 to z 1 ) of our list as an iteration.
If we do not arrive at a situation where v(x 1 ) > v(y ′ j ) for some 2 ≤ j ≤ n, then there exist a i,k ∈ k (for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, and all k ≥ 1) such that
and hence (since v(x 1 ) ≥ 1)
Let z 0 = x 1 , and for l > 0 let z l be the first listed local coordinate at the l-th iteration. We have v(z l ) < v(z l−1 ) since an iteration occurs when the smallest value of the local coordinates at the center decreases in value after a blowup. So {v(z l )} l≥0 is a strictly decreasing sequence of positive integers, and hence must be finite, say
For notational convenience, redefine x 1 , . . . , x n to be the local algebraic coordinates after the final iteration, with x 1 = z L . So x 1 , . . . , x n are local algebraic coordinates centered at p r on X r for some r, and Equation 9 becomes
for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, c i,k ∈ k, and all N > 0.
Definition 4.2. Let P 1 (t) = t, and for 2 ≤ i ≤ n define
, we have v(ψ) = ord t ψ(t, P 2 (t), . . . , P n (t)).
Let n = ord x 1 q(x 1 ). We claim v(q) = nv(x 1 ). If n = ∞, then q = 0 and both sides of v(q) = nv(
Since ψ was arbitrary, we have that the image of v :
Since v was normalized so that the image of v had 1 as the greatest common factor of its elements, we have v(x 1 ) = 1 and v(ψ) = ord t ψ(t, P 2 (t), . . . , P n (t)).
Summarizing the discussion so far, we have: Proposition 4.5. Let v be a normalized k-arc valuation on a nonsingular variety X over a field k. Then there exists a nonnegative integer r and local algebraic coordinates x 1 , . . . , x n at the center p r of v on X r and
Roughly speaking, this result says that a normalized k-arc valuation can be desingularized. More precisely, a normalized k-valued arc γ can be lifted after finitely many blowups (of its centers) to an arc γ r that is nonsingular (see Definition 3.7 for the definition of nonsingular arc). Using the notation of Proposition 4.5, the arc γ r : Spec k [[t] ] → X r is given by the k-algebra map O Xr,pr → k [[t] ] with ord γr (x 1 ) = 1 and x i → P i (γ * r (x 1 )) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Since ord γr (x 1 ) = 1, we have γ r is a nonsingular arc.
If the arc γ is nonsingular, we can take r = 0 in Proposition 4.5, and we have the following result. Proposition 4.6. Let γ : Spec k[[t]] → X be a nonsingular k-arc on a nonsingular variety X over a field k. Let x 1 , . . . , x n be local algebraic coordinates at p = γ(o) on X with ord γ (x 1 ) = 1 (Definition 3.7). Then there exists
, we have ord γ (ψ) = ord t ψ(t, P 2 (t), . . . , P n (t)).
Proof. Since ord γ (x 1 ) = 1, there can be no iterations in the Hamburger-Noether algorithm for v = ord γ . Hence Equation 10 holds, and in particular, Remark 4.3 applies. That is, if the P i (t) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n are as in Definition 4.2, we have ord
We will see in the next section that for a nonsingular k-valued arc γ, one can explicitly compute the ideals of q≥1 µ q∞ (Cont ≥1 (E q )) and q≥1 Cont ≥q (a q ), where
We will see that these ideals are the same, and thus these two sets are equal.
Main results: k-arc valuations
5.1. Introduction. In this section, we present the main results of the paper. Let X be a nonsingular variety of dimension n (n ≥ 2) over a field k. Let v be a normalized k-arc valuation on X. We associate to v several different subsets of the arc space X ∞ . In notation we will explain later, these subsets are
Our main result is that these five subsets are all equal. We first analyze the case when v is a nonsingular arc valuation (Definition 3.7). We then consider the general case where we drop the hypothesis of nonsingularity. 5.2. Setup. For the remainder of this paper, we fix the following notation. Let X be a nonsingular variety of dimension n (n ≥ 2) over a field k. Let α : Spec k [[t] ] → X be a normalized arc valuation on X (see Definition 3.2). Set v = ord α .
In Definition 2.8, we defined the sequence of centers of a k-arc valuation. To set notation for the rest of this section, we recall this definition. 
Notation 5.3. Let m be the maximal ideal of O X,p 0 . Since α is nonsingular, there exists x 1 ∈ m such that ord α (x 1 ) = 1. Since ord α (x 1 ) = 1, we have x 1 ∈ m \ m 2 . Choose x 2 , . . . , x n in m so that x 1 , . . . , x n are local algebraic coordinates at p 0 (i.e. generators of m). Apply Proposition 4.6 to the nonsingular arc α to get
, we have (11) v(ψ) = ord t ψ(t, P 2 (t), . . . , P n (t)).
We break up the proof of Proposition 5.2 into several steps. For the remainder of this section, v, x 1 , . . . , x n , P 2 (t), . . . , P n (t) and c i,j are as in Proposition 5.2 and Notation 5.3. 
Proof. These n functions are elements of positive value under ord αq (by Equation 12), and hence lie in the maximal ideal of the n-dimensional regular local ring O X q−1 ,p q−1 . The ideal n ⊆ O X q−1 ,p q−1 they generate satisfies O X q−1 ,p q−1 /n ≃ k, and hence n is a maximal ideal.
5.4.
Reduction to X = A n . We denote the affine line A 1 k = Spec k[T ] simply by A 1 . We show that we may reduce many computations about the arc space of the nonsingular n-dimensional variety X to the case X = A n .
Proposition 5.5. Let X be a nonsingular variety and p ∈ X. Let π : X ∞ → X be the canonical morphism sending an arc γ to its center γ(o).
Proof. Since X is nonsingular, there exists an open affine neighborhood U of p and ań etale morphism φ : Milne, Prop. 3.24b] ). We will use the following fact ( [EM, p.7] 
We resume considering Proposition 5.2, where now it is sufficient to assume X = A n = Spec k[x 1 , . . . , x n ], and the k-valued point p 0 corresponds to the maximal ideal (x 1 , . . . , x n ). We write (
where the last equality comes from parametrizing arcs on Spec
Definition 5.6. For 2 ≤ i ≤ n and q ≥ 1, let f i,q (X 1 , . . . , X q ) be the polynomial that is the coefficient of
(Recall that the c i,j were defined in Notation 5.3).
Definition 5.7. For each positive integer q, let I q be the ideal of S generated by
Note that I q is a prime ideal of S, since
Notation 5.8. If J is an ideal of S, we denote by V (J) the closed subscheme of Spec S defined by the ideal J.
Definition 5.9. Let I be the ideal of S defined by I = q≥1 I q . Since I is the ideal of S generated by x i,j − f i,j (x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,j ) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j, we have S/I = k[{x 1,j } 1≤j ]. In particular, I is a prime ideal of S.
Lemma 5.10. For each positive integer q, the ideal of µ q∞ (Cont
Proof. Note that µ q∞ (Cont ≥1 (E q )) is irreducible (e.g. [ELM, p.9] ). Since I q is a prime ideal, we need to show
First we show µ q∞ (Cont ≥1 (E q )) ⊆ V (I q ) by showing that the generic point of
. To be precise, β ′ is the canonical arc (described in Remark 2.3) associated to the generic point of Cont ≥1 (E q ). Also, K is the residue field at the generic point of Cont ≥1 (E q ). By Lemma 2.7 part 3, the pushdown of β ′ to X q−1 is an arc β : Spec K[[t]] → X q−1 that is the generic point of Cont ≥1 (p q−1 ). By the description of local coordinates at p q−1 given in Lemma 5.4, the arc β corresponds (by Lemma 2.7) to a map x 1 → x 1,1 t + x 1,2 t 2 + · · · and
for 2 ≤ i ≤ n and some a i,j ∈ K. The pushdown of β to X is the arc given by
In particular, the pushdown of β ′ to X corresponds to a prime ideal in S containing the ideal I q of S generated by x i,j − f i,j (x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,j ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 1 and 2 ≤ i ≤ n. That is, the generic point of µ q∞ (Cont ≥1 (E q )) lies in V (I q ). Hence
Conversely, we show that µ q∞ (Cont ≥1 (E q )) ⊇ V (I q ). The generators of I q listed in Definition 5.7 show that the coordinate ring of
] → X be the arc corresponding (see Remark 2.3) to the generic point of V (I q ), where K = k({x 1,j } j≥1 , {x i,j } 2≤i≤n,q≤j ). We have β * (x 1 ) = x 1,1 t + x 1,2 t 2 + . . . . Since I q contains x i,j − f i,j (x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,j ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 1 and 2 ≤ i ≤ n, we have that
] and for each 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
1 ) + 1, where the last equality follows from the fact ord β (x 1 ) = 1 as x 1,1 = 0 ∈ K. In particular, the unique lift of β to an arc on X q−1 has center p q−1 , by Lemma 5.4. Hence β ∈ µ q−1∞ (Cont
Lemma 5.11. The ideal of C in S is I. (Note: C is defined in Proposition 5.2, S is defined in Equation 13, and I is defined in Definition 5.9.) Proof. Since I is a prime ideal, we need to show C = V (I). We have
by Lemma 5.10. It remains to show q≥1 µ q∞ (Cont
] → X be an arc corresponding to a point in q≥1 V (I q ). We may assume β is not the trivial arc, since the trivial arc lies in q≥1 µ q∞ (Cont ≥1 (E q )). Say β * (x 1 ) = j≥1 a 1,j t j , where a 1,j ∈ K. Since I q contains x i,j − f i,j (x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,j ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 1 and 2 ≤ i ≤ n, we have that β In particular, the unique lift of β to an arc on X q−1 has center p q−1 , by Lemma 5.4. Hence
Lemma 5.12. For a positive integer q, let 
Since a q is generated by x q 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n (Lemma 5.12) (recall that
The coefficient of t j in Equation 14 is x i,j − f i,j (x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,j ). Hence β corresponds to a prime ideal of S containing the ideal I q of S generated by
Conversely, suppose β : Spec K[[t]] → X corresponds (via Remark 2.3) to the generic point of V (I). The coordinate ring of V (I q ) is S/I q = k[{x 1,j } j≥1 , {x i,j } 2≤i≤n,q≤j ] (Definition 5.7). Hence K, the residue field at the generic point of V (I q ), equals K = k({x 1,j } j≥1 , {x i,j } 2≤i≤n,q≤j ). We have β
. Since I q contains x i,j − f i,j (x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,j ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 1 and 2 ≤ i ≤ n, we have that
Hence by Lemma 5.12, we have β ∈ Cont ≥q (a q ). So V (I q ) = {β} ⊆ Cont ≥q (a q ).
Lemma 5.14. 
We now finish the proof of Proposition 5.2.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Since S/I
is a domain, the ideal I is a prime ideal. By Lemma 5.11, the ideal of C is I. Hence C is irreducible. We have C = q Cont ≥q (a q ) because by Lemmas 5.11 and 5.14, their ideals are the same.
It remains to show val
] → X be the arc centered at p 0 with γ * (x 1 ) = t and γ * (x i ) = P i (t) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Then γ ∈ C since the ideal in S corresponding to γ, namely the ideal generated by x 1,0 , x 1,1 − 1, x 1,m , x i,0 , and x i,j − c i,j for m ≥ 2, 2 ≤ i ≤ n, and j ≥ 1 contains I. Hence for any f ∈ O X,p 0 , we
For the reverse inequality, first suppose f ∈ O X,p 0 is such that s := v(f ) < ∞. Let γ ∈ C be such that val C (f ) = ord γ (f ). Since f ∈ a s and γ ∈ Cont ≥s (a s ), we have
Since v(f ) = ∞, we have g = 0 by Equation 11. Let γ ∈ C, and write γ * (x 1 ) = j≥1 a j t j . Since x i,j − f i,j (x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,j ) ∈ I for 2 ≤ i ≤ n and j ≥ 1, we have γ
Since γ ∈ C was arbitrary, we have val C (f ) = ∞, as desired. 
Proof. (Due to Mel Hochster.) We use Notation 3.3. Suppose γ is not the trivial arc. By Lemma 3.4, A γ has dimension one, and so ker(γ * ) is a prime ideal of height n − 1. The same is true for ker(α * ), and so our assumption ker(α * ) ⊆ ker(γ * ) implies ker(α * ) = ker(γ * ). Hence A α = A γ . By Lemma 3.5, the map α * (resp. γ * ) induces an isomorphism
Since α is normalized, we have ord t (φ α ) = 1 by Proposition 3.6.
] is actually an equality. It suffices to find a j ∈ k such that t = j≥1 a j (φ α ) j . Suppose φ α = j≥1 b j t j , where b j ∈ k and b 1 = 0. We proceed to define a j by induction on j. Set a 1 = b 1 −1 . Suppose a 1 , . . . , a d−1 have been specified, for some d ≥ 2. The coefficient of
We require this coefficient to be 0 since we want t = j≥1 a j (φ α ) j . We can solve the equation
This completes the induction, and we have t = j≥1 a j (φ α ) j .
The last inclusion is an inclusion of local k-algebras and all other maps are isomorphisms. Hence h * is a local homomorphism. For f ∈ O X,p 0 , we have γ
, and hence γ = α • h. If ord t (h) = N and a = ord α (f ), then the order of t in γ * (f ) = h * • α * (f ) is Na, i.e. ord γ (f ) = N ord α (f ).
Notation 5.16. We denote by (X ∞ ) 0 the subset of points of X ∞ with residue field equal to k. If D ⊆ X ∞ , then we set
Here is the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 5.17. Let X be a nonsingular variety of dimension n (n ≥ 2) over a field k. Let α : Spec k [[t] ] → X be a normalized arc (Definition 3.2) . Set p 0 = α(o) and v = ord α . Let E i and p i be the sequence of divisors and centers, respectively, of v (described in Definition 2.8). Let µ q : X q → X be the composition of the first q blowups of centers of v. Let
Let a q = {f ∈ O X,p 0 | v(f ) ≥ q}. Let
Let Y = α(η) where η is the generic point of Spec k [[t] ]. Let π : X ∞ → X be the canonical morphism sending an arc γ ∈ X ∞ to its center γ(o) ∈ X.
, where h is a morphism of k-schemes.
Then
(1) C is an irreducible subset of X ∞ and val C = v.
(2) Assume k is algebraically closed and has characteristic zero. The following closed subsets of (X ∞ ) 0 are equal (we use Notation 5.16):
Proof of Theorem 5.17. (Part 1) Let r be a nonnegative integer such that the lift of α to X r is a nonsingular arc. For q > r, let µ q,r : X q → X r be the composition of the blowups along the centers of v, starting at X r+1 → X r and ending at the blowup X q → X q−1 . Let
Note that C = µ r∞ (C ′ ) ⊆ X ∞ .
By Proposition 5.2, C ′ is irreducible. Hence C is irreducible. Since the generic point of C ′ maps to the generic point of C, we have that val C ′ = val C , i.e. val C ′ (µ * r (f )) = val C (f ) for f ∈ O X,p 0 . Since v = val C ′ by Proposition 5.2, we conclude v = val C .
(Part 2) We show C(v) 0 ⊆ C ′′ 0 ⊆ C 0 ⊆ C(v) 0 . Separately we will establish
First we check C(v) ⊆ C ′′ . If γ ∈ X ∞ is such that γ(o) = p and ord γ = v, then γ ∈ Cont ≥q (a q ) for every q ≥ 1, and so γ ⊆ C ′′ . Since C ′′ is closed, we have C(v) ⊆ C ′′ .
Now we show C ′′ 0 ⊆ C 0 . Let γ ∈ C ′′ 0 , and assume without loss of generality that γ is not the trivial arc. We claim that ker(α * ) ⊆ ker(γ * ). Let f ∈ ker(α * ). Then v(f ) = ∞, and so f ∈ a q for every q ∈ Z ≥0 . Hence ord γ (f ) ≥ q for all q ∈ Z ≥0 . Therefore ord γ (f ) = ∞, so f ∈ ker(γ * ). By Lemma 5.15 there exists h :
] such that γ = α • h. It follows that γ has the same sequence of centers as α. Indeed, if γ q : Spec k [[t] ] → X q is the unique lift of γ to an arc on X q , then γ q • h is the unique lift of α to an arc on X q . Since h * is a local homomorphism, we have that h maps the closed point of Spec k [[t] ] to the closed point of Spec k [[t] ]. Hence the center of γ q is the same as the center of γ g • h. We conclude γ ∈ C. Note that this argument also shows C Remark 5.18. If X is a surface and if v is a divisorial valuation, then the set
equals the cylinder associated to v in [ELM, Example 2.5], namely µ r∞ (Cont ≥1 (E r )), where r is such that p r is a divisor.
Proof. If r is such that p r ∈ X r (Definition 2.8) is a divisor, then C = µ r∞ (Cont ≥1 (E r )) since µ q∞ (Cont ≥1 (E q )) ⊇ µ q+1∞ (Cont ≥1 (E q+1 )), and for q > r we have equality since the maps µ q,r are isomorphisms. Hence C = µ r∞ (Cont ≥1 (E r )), which is the set in [ELM, Example 2.5] .
